
We are very pleased that you have chosen a handcart and bicycle trailer from reacha. Our frame, which is 
made in Bavaria, and the other parts of our products have been developed with care to guarantee you the 
best possible handling and long durability.
If you use the trailer on the road, please note that the legal regulations for the use of bicycles and bicycle 
trailers in the individual countries distinguish between them. Please obey the law and be considerate 
towards other road users.

ing link: www.reacha.de/pages/manual

Have fun with your reacha,

Your reacha team
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reacha load trailers are not designed for the transport of persons, especially not for children, and are 
not approved for this purpose!

injuries.

particular attention to the fact that during snapping the clips no skin gets into the aperture.

QUICK GUIDE

WARNING!



Place the wheel frames and the trunk with the connecting tubes on the ground according to the illustra-
tion. Pay attention to the alignment of the trunk: there is a sewn-in QR Code on the inside of (B) with 
which you can call up the assembly instructions.

from the pipe perpendicular to the pipe axis to open the clip. To close, light pressure from above onto the 
clip and snap it into place. !!! When assembling and disassembling the trailer there is on the moving parts 

1 Snap-lock adjustment

2 Mainframe assembly
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4 Drawbar mounting

Use the two drawbars and the drawbar extension for mounting. Make sure that the bar with the reacha 
logo is on the right side (1). Insert the drawbar extension with the holes facing upwards into the orange
snap-locks of the bars. 
Let the drawbar extension protrude a few holes without closing the snap-locks, so that the drawbar can 

3 Mainframe assembly

First insert the outer ends of one wheel frame into the connecting tubes in the trunk. Close the snap-locks 
at the desired hole position. The snap-locks are in the perfect position for correct locking when exactly 
half a hole is visible. It is best to leave the snap-locks open until the drawbar is attached, as this will allow 

same way.
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Open the Velcro of one side panel and fold both ends over the inner tube of the wheel mount.
Position the Velcro fasteners one above the other and close them by pressing them together.

Attach the two bent ends of the drawbar rails with open snap-lock to the tube ends of the mainframe (3). 

place, turn the two short ends of the drawbar slightly inwards and then release the snap-lock closing 
mechanism (4). The further you pull out the main tube at the top end of the drawbar, the easier it will be. 
With a wider setting of the wheel frame, the torsion increases. It is therefore easiest to mount the draw-
bar on the narrowest hole position of the mainframe.

5 Wheel assembly
The wheel mounts of reacha are designed for wheels with a hub width of 100mm, with a minimum dia-
meter of 20" and a maximum diameter of 26". The width of the tyres must not exceed 4.0". The tightening 
torque at the mounting must be between 5.0 and 7.5 Nm. Only use wheels that meet these characteristics, 
otherwise there is a risk of damage, injury and accidents.

Trunk assembly6
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the rear bow connector and close the snap-locks.  The Bow is ready mounted.

7 Bow assembly

close the carrying bag. Put the loose frame components into the trunk.
Fold the side of the trunk opposite the Velcro fasteners over the frame parts.
Pull the other side of the trunk over the frame parts and close the Velcro.
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8 Transport and storage



attaching it downwards around a suitable bicycle frame component.

9 Bike Connector
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not permitted.

a Intended use
The reacha is a load trailer for manual operation. It can also be used as a bicycle trailer with the optional 

tions. The product package reacha beach 20"/24" can also be used on slightly unpaved streets and sand. 

b No use for …

When used as a bicycle trailer in poor visibility conditions, at dusk or at night, the lighting must be installed 

ded from liability for material defects. The duration of the legal warranty depends on the respective 

reacha contains parts or components that are subject to natural wear and tear even under normal use. 
This wear and tear is highly dependent on the individual type and intensity of use as well as the respective 
maintenance and care condition.

limit even before the statutory warranty period expires. This is premature wear and tear due to use and 
does not constitute a defect in the product.
In addition to the individual type and intensity of use, as well as care and maintenance, the achievement of 

c Guarantee and warranty

Maximum weight allowed

Maximum cargo load

Support load on the spar

45 kg

bike trailer hand trailer 

65 kg

35 kg

1 to 7,5 kg

60 kg

n. d.



d Components

These operating instructions refer to products and accessories of the "reacha" series, with the following 
product packages: reacha DIY, reacha compact 20", reacha street 24", reacha beach 20"/24", reacha 
edco 28". The accessories may vary depending on the product package.
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Tow bar extension

Wheels, 2 each

Bow 
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